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Abstract—We propose a robustness testing approach for software systems that process large amounts of data. Our method uses

metamorphic relations to check software output for erroneous input in the absence of a tangible test oracle. We use this technique to

test two major citation database systems: Scopus and the Web of Science. We report a surprising finding that the inclusion of hyphens

in paper titles impedes citation counts, and that this is a result of the lack of robustness of the citation database systems in handling

hyphenated paper titles. Our results are valid for the entire literature as well as for individual fields such as chemistry. We further find a

strong and significant negative correlation between the journal impact factor (JIF) of IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (TSE)

and the percentage of hyphenated paper titles published in TSE. Similar results are found for ACM Transactions on Software

Engineering and Methodology. A software engineering field-wide study reveals that the higher JIF-ranked journals are publishing a

lower percentage of papers with hyphenated titles. Our results challenge the common belief that citation counts and JIFs are reliable

measures of the impact of papers and journals, as they can be distorted simply by the presence of hyphens in paper titles.

Index Terms—Metamorphic robustness testing, metamorphic testing, fault-based testing, software robustness, oracle problem, citation

count, journal impact factor, Scopus, Web of Science, Google Scholar, verification and validation
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN software testing, an oracle is a mechanism against which
testers can decidewhether the outcomes of test case execu-

tions are correct. In many situations, an oracle is unavailable,
or is theoretically available, but practically too expensive to
be applied. This is known as the oracle problem, a fundamen-
tal challenge in software testing [1], [2], [3].

Among the various approaches to addressing the oracle
problem, a growing body of research has examined the con-
cept of metamorphic testing (MT) [4], [5], and proven it to
be a highly effective testing methodology [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. Compared with conventional test-
ing methods, MT is focused on the examination of the rela-
tions among the inputs and outputs of multiple executions of
the system under test (SUT). Such relations are called meta-
morphic relations (MRs)—they are necessary properties of
the intended program’s functionality. Even in the absence
of an oracle for each individual output, a fault can still be
detected if an MR is violated for certain test cases. As an
example, consider the testing of search services [15], [16],
[17], [18]. It can be difficult to evaluate the accuracy and

completeness of the search results; nevertheless, MT can be
conducted by testing the SUT against a set of MRs pre-
scribed by the tester. Such an MR, for instance, could be:
search(A and B) � search(A), where A is a search criterion
and B is an additional search criterion (such as a filter).

The unique perspective of MT (inspecting the relations
among multiple executions—an area seldom explored by
conventional testing methods) enabled the detection of pre-
viously unknown faults in a variety of real-world mature
systems. Such examples include the detection of bugs in the
GCC, LLVM, and other types of compilers and code obfus-
cators [19], [20], [21], [22], in major search engines including
Google, Bing, and Baidu [17], in the Web APIs of Spotify
and YouTube [18], in the navigation system Google Maps
[23] and, more recently, in self-driving cars’ on-board com-
puter software [14]. MT has also been applied to test NASA
software [6], [24] and systematically adopted by Adobe Sys-
tems [10], [25]. Researchers from Accenture has recently
applied MT to verify industrial-strength machine learning
(ML) applications [26], and has reported on their patent
titled “Verifying Machine Learning through Metamorphic
Testing” [27, p. 12], in which they state that their methodol-
ogy “needs only a few test cases (or even just one) to iden-
tify bugs in ML applications, thereby reducing the cost of
testing significantly.” In August 2018, Google acquired
GraphicsFuzz, a spinout company from Imperial College
London, to apply metamorphic testing to graphics drivers
[22], [28], [29], [30].

MT was initially proposed as a verification technique [4],
[5]. Xie et al. [31] studied MT at the algorithm selection
level, for the purpose of testing and validating machine
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learning classifiers. From their findings, an MR violation
could show that the target algorithm was not appropriate
(and not just that the implementation was defective).
Zhou et al. [17] studied MT at the top level (that is, the sys-
tem and service level) and conducted very large scale
empirical evaluations by referring to the ISO/IEC software
quality model standard [32]. They in turn developed MT
into a paradigm that covers verification, validation, and
other types of software quality assessment, and showed
that MRs could be identified by users based on what they
really cared about (and not just based on the system specifi-
cations or designs given by the developer).

Among the various types of software quality character-
istics, there has been an increasing concern from both
industry and the research community about software
robustness: the ability of dealing with erroneous input or
unexpected situations [33], [34]. To assess robustness, the
SUT needs to be tested with invalid or erroneous input
[34], and a major approach for this purpose is fuzzing, or
fuzz testing, where random or semi-random input is used
to test the SUT [35]. Although fuzzing can generate unex-
pected test cases, it may not necessarily cover all types of
real-life erroneous input, and the tester may not be able to
fuzz the environment. For example, when testing a Web
search engine in a real-life operational environment, it is
straightforward to apply a fuzzer (fuzz testing tool) to gen-
erate random query terms, but it is difficult to change the
environment (which is the real-world Internet), unless the
testing is conducted in a constrained environment with
mock databases. Another limitation of fuzzing is that, due
to the oracle problem, it is hard for a fuzzer to detect logic
errors (which do not crash the SUT, but instead produce
incorrect output values) [21].

The present research extends MT for robustness testing
beyond fuzzing, in the context of testing big data applica-
tions. Our objective is to assess the SUT’s robustness in
terms of producing logically correct or reasonable output
for erroneous input that does not crash the system. In this
research, the subject software under consideration is auto-
matic indexing systems [36], which provide fundamental IT
infrastructure for the present-day knowledge society. On
the one hand, successful information access in the digital infor-
mation age requires robust systems of indexing and abstracting
[37]; on the other hand, such systems are difficult to test
and verify due to the sheer volume of data that they
process—an oracle problem for many big data applications.

More specifically, this research is focused on the testing
of two major citation database systems: Scopus [38] and the
Web of Science [39]. Our method makes use of MRs and the
statistics collected from large amounts of system input and
output data to explore system behavior and discover under-
lying patterns and defects. Such patterns or defects can
hardly be observed when the sample size is small. For the
citation database systems under study, the ultimate goal of
our research is to answer the following research question:

� RQ1. Let P be a set of publications. When jP j ¼ 1, it
represents an individual publication. When jP j > 1,
it represents a collection of publications such as
articles published by a specific author, organization,
journal, or field of research. Does the citation count of

P (including any score derived from the citation
count) generated by a computer system faithfully
reflect the actual impact of P?

There is an oracle problem in RQ1: The “actual impact of
P” is normally unknown, non-quantifiable, or assessed sub-
jectively. To help provide an objective and quantifiable
answer to RQ1, we further propose a second research
question:

� RQ2. Let P be a set of publications. Does the citation
count of P (including any score derived from the cita-
tion count) generated by a computer system faith-
fully reflect the actual citations of P within the scope
of the database in the computer system?

Observation 1. The difference between RQ1 and RQ2 is
that the former considers the “actual impact,” whereas
the latter considers the “actual citations.” For example,
could the citation count generated by the computer sys-
tem be wrong (that is, be different from the “actual cita-
tions” received by P within the scope of the computer
system’s database)? While overcounting can be relatively
easy to detect by testers, undercounting is extremely diffi-
cult to detect due to the lack of an oracle.

Observation 2. A careful consideration of RQ2 leads to two
further questions, which can be considered subquestions
of RQ2, explained as follows: We call x a cited publication,
and y a citingpublication of x, if y cites x. Let p be a publica-
tion, andQ ¼ fq1; q2; . . . ; qng (n � 0) be the set of all citing
publications of p.1 Q can be divided into two disjoint sets
Qcorrect and Qerroneous (jQcorrectj � 0 and jQerroneousj � 0):
Qcorrect [Qerroneous ¼ Q, and Qcorrect \Qerroneous ¼ ;, where
Qcorrect ¼ fqk1 ; qk2 ; . . . ; qkmg (0 � m � n) is the set of all
publications that have correctly cited p (that is, the refer-
ence list of qki (1 � i � m) has included complete and
correct bibliographic data of p), and Qerroneous ¼ fqkmþ1

;
qkmþ2

; . . . ; qkng is the set of all publications that have
incorrectly cited p (that is, the reference list of qkj
(mþ 1 � j � n) has included incomplete or incorrect bib-
liographic data of p, such as a typo in p’s author names,
title, page numbers, etc). Then, the following two ques-
tions can be derived fromRQ2:

� RQ3. Can a citation database system accurately
identify the citing publications in Qcorrect when
calculating p’s citation count?

� RQ4. Can a citation database system properly iden-
tify the citing publications in Qerroneous when cal-
culating p’s citation count?

RQ3 is related to the functional correctness of the citation
database system and, in theory, can be measured using the
conventional evaluation metrics for information retrieval:
precision and recall [16]. Given a query, let A be the set of all
items retrieved by the software, R� A be the set of retrieved

1. In this paper, our discussions are always within the scope of the
citation database system under consideration. The discussion here is
under the assumption that both the cited publication p and all citing
publications in Q are covered by the citation database system. While
there can be citing publications not covered by the citation database,
such publications are not considered in this research.
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items that are indeed relevant to the query, and R0 be the set
of relevant items in the database but not retrieved by the
software. Precision is calculated as jRj � jAj, and recall is cal-
culated as jRj � ðjRj þ jR0jÞ. In practice, however, for the
citation database systems under study, it is difficult for a
tester (especially an end-user tester) to measure recall
because it requires the knowledge of not only retrieved
records but also the records in the database not retrieved.
Readers who are interested in alternative testing methods
beyond precision and recall are referred to our previous
work [16], where we applied MT to investigate the func-
tional correctness of Web search engines such as Google. It
is to be noted that RQ3 (which is more relevant to program
correctness than robustness) is not the focus of the present
research; we pose RQ3 in order to derive RQ4, which is
more relevant to robustness.

RQ4 on its own is a significant research question in sys-
tem validation that, to the best of our knowledge, has never
been investigated before. RQ4 uses the phrase “properly
identify” rather than “accurately identify” (as in RQ3)
because, if the fault in the citing publication’s reference list
is minor and does not affect the identification of the cited
publication, the citation should be counted towards the
cited publication; if, however, the fault is serious, then it is
possible that neither a computer system nor a human opera-
tor could identify the cited publication.

Observation 3. Given the sheer volume of records in mod-
ern citation databases, it is obvious that there is an oracle
problem for all four research questions RQ1, RQ2, RQ3,
and RQ4.

Observation 4. A negative answer to RQ4 may imply a
negative answer to RQ2 and, hence, a negative answer to
RQ1. Any of these negative answers would mean that we
should not use citation counts as a proxy for research
impact and that we need to avoid such practices in
research assessment (for more discussions on this topic,
readers are referred to the Declaration on Research
Assessment [40]).

Observation 5. Answers to our research questions could
help the users and stakeholders of citation database sys-
tems to better understand such systems, thereby making
better use of them (including improving the citation-
related scores of their own work).

The contributions of this research are summarized as
follows:

� We present a metamorphic robustness testing approach,
which tests the robustness of software systems for
erroneous inputs in the absence of an oracle. We
identify three MRs to test citation database systems.

� We report a surprising finding that the inclusion of
hyphens in paper titles impedes citation counts, and
that this is a result of the lack of robustness of the
Scopus and Web of Science citation database systems
in handling hyphenated paper titles—this finding is
obtained through large-scale empirical studies using
metamorphic robustness testing. We show that our
results are valid for the entire literature as well as for
individual fields such as chemistry.

� We go on to investigate the impact of hyphens in
paper titles at the journal level, and report a further
surprising finding that there is a strong and signifi-
cant negative correlation between the journal impact
factor (JIF) of IEEE Transactions on Software Engineer-
ing (TSE) and the percentage of hyphenated paper
titles published in TSE (Pearson’s r ¼ �0:688,
p ¼ 0:028; Spearman’s rho ¼ �0:636, p ¼ 0:048; 2-
tailed). A similar (and more significant) finding is
made for ACM Transactions on Software Engineering
and Methodology (Pearson’s r ¼ �0:702, p ¼ 0:024;
Spearman’s rho¼ �0:855, p ¼ 0:002; 2-tailed). A soft-
ware engineering field-wide study reveals that the
higher JIF-ranked journals are publishing a lower
percentage of papers with hyphenated titles.

� We provide a careful analysis of the validity of this
research to avoid falling into the trap of equating cor-
relation with causation.

� Our results challenge the common belief that citation
counts are a reliable measure of the impact of papers,
as they can be distorted simply by the presence of
hyphens in paper titles, which is unrelated to the
quality of the papers in question. Similarly, our
results also challenge the validity of citation-based
journal-level metrics, including the journal impact
factors.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents some real-world examples of citation errors that
motivate this research. Section 3 introduces our metamor-
phic relations. Section 4 provides an overview of our
empirical studies. Sections 5 and 6 conduct empirical
studies at the article and discipline levels, respectively.
Section 7 conducts an empirical study at the journal level
by looking at the journal impact factors in software engi-
neering. Section 8 discusses several topics related to the
validity of this research. Section 9 further presents some
related work and shows that our research is fundamen-
tally different from the field of citation analysis. Section 10
discusses the limitations of this work, and Section 11 con-
cludes the paper.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

Consider RQ4, which is an essential question about the
robustness of the SUT. A common approach for assessing
software robustness is to conduct fuzz testing, where syn-
thetic (random or semi-random) test cases are generated
and executed. This technique is not suitable for the pres-
ent research because, first, such random or fuzz test cases
cannot represent Qerroneous of RQ4. In other words, ran-
dom or semi-random strings generated by a fuzzer are
not representative of erroneous bibliographic data that
humans can commonly create. Rather than to crash the
SUT to detect security vulnerabilities, the objective of this
research is to examine the SUT’s capability in handling
real-life erroneous bibliographic data, most of which are
unintentionally created by the citing authors. Fuzzing,
therefore, is obviously not a choice. Furthermore, the SUT
also does not allow the users to perform fuzz testing on
its indexing/crawling sub-systems: Users can only search
the citation database (in this research, Scopus or Web of
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Science) and cannot write it or direct it to any external file
for crawling or indexing purposes. Of course, users can
still perform fuzz testing on the graphical user interface
(GUI) or the application programming interface (API) of
the SUT, but detecting GUI or API vulnerabilities is not
an objective of the present research, as our main research
interest is on the robustness of citation indexing.

Therefore, the only type of testing we could perform is to
issue queries to the SUT, and then collect and analyze its
output. To address RQ4, we must consider what kind of
error a real-world citing author or indexing software could
possibly make when creating or processing bibliographic
data. Let us consider the following examples:

In the first example, the cited article is [5] and the citing
article is [41]. These two articles have been indexed by
both Scopus and Web of Science. Fig. 1a shows an excerpt
of the reference list of [41], where the bibliographic data
“Z. Z” and “44(15):923–931, 2002” were wrong. Both Sco-
pus and Web of Science have failed to match this citation
to the cited article; in other words, at the time of writing,
this cite had been omitted when Scopus and Web of Sci-
ence calculate the citation count of [5]. Arguably, this
observation may suggest that both these two citation
databases are not robust enough in handling citation
errors in bibliographies—such errors can be common in
the real world [42], [43]. However, it could also be argued
that it is reasonable for the computer system to omit the
erroneous citation because the error shown in Fig. 1a is
quite serious. In this research, therefore, we consider a
type of less serious error, as shown in Fig. 1b.

Fig. 1b shows that the citing article is [44] and the cited
article is [45], both of which have been indexed by Scopus
and Web of Science. There are two minor problems in the
data entry: The author name “T. Tse” should be “T. H. Tse,”
and the phrase “Fault based” should be “Fault-based.” It is
reasonable to expect that a robust citation database should
be able to link this citation to the cited article because the
typos are really minor. The Web of Science has successfully

built the link; however, Scopus failed. After we wrote to
Scopus to report the missing citation, they confirmed the
error and corrected the citation index. This example shows
that even a minor typo could cause serious citation indexing
failures due to lack of robustness of the software system.
Compared with the issues associated with author names
(such as typing “T. H. Tse” as “T. Tse”), in this research we
are more interested in the missing-hyphen error such as
mistyping “Fault-based” as “Fault based.” This is because
the latter is a real typing error and may occur very fre-
quently. Therefore, we decide to conduct a systematic inves-
tigation into the impact of hyphens in paper titles on
citation statistics. If the citation database system is not
robust when dealing with missing-hyphen errors in bibliog-
raphies, then it may fail to link a citation (with the missing-
hyphen error) to the cited article, which would mean that
the inclusion of hyphens in paper titles could have a nega-
tive impact on the papers’ citation counts generated by the
system. Fortunately, compared with personal names and
affiliations, researchers normally have much more freedom
to decide their paper titles. This is also a reason why we
decide to study the impact of paper titles instead of author
names—so our research results may provide practical hints
for authors to select “robust” publication titles that would
avoid potential citation errors, hence improving their cita-
tion scores calculated by not-so-robust citation database
systems.

3 MRS FOR CITATION DATABASE SYSTEMS

To provide a solution to our research questions, we must
address the oracle problem. Therefore, we propose to use
MT. We first specify our MRs, and then give further
elaboration.

3.1 The Identified Metamorphic Relations

To perform MT, we define the following MRs for an ideal
citation database system:

� MRsimilar. Let Px and Py be two large sets of publica-
tions, and citeðPxÞ and citeðPyÞ be the mean citation
counts per publication of Px and Py, respectively.
Generally speaking, if Px and Py do not have any sys-
tematic difference in factors related to potential
impact or likely citations, then citeðPxÞ and citeðPyÞ
should have little systematic difference.

� MRolder. Generally speaking, older publications
should have higher citation counts than newer
publications.

� MRaging. Let Px and Py be two large sets of publica-
tions without systematic differences in factors
related to potential impacts or likely citations. When
the publications in Px and Py become older, their
mean citation counts citeðPxÞ and citeðPyÞ should
increase at a similar rate. The subscript “aging” is
used in the sense of maturing or ripening.

3.2 An Example

Suppose we define P1 as the set of all papers that satisfy all
three criteria stated as follows:

Fig. 1. Examples of citation errors in bibliographies that reveal the lack of
robustness of the citation databases. (a) Erroneous bibliographic data in
the reference list of [41]: The author name “Z. Z” should be “Z. Q. Zhou,”
and “44(15):923–931, 2002” should be “45(1): 1–9, 2003.” Both the
Scopus and the Web of Science databases have failed to match this
citation to the cited paper [5]. (b) A minor error in the reference list of
[44]: The author name “T. Tse” should be “T. H. Tse,” and “Fault based”
should be “Fault-based.” The Web of Science has successfully matched
this citation to the cited paper [45], but Scopus failed to do so. We
reported the missing citation to Scopus, who then confirmed the error
and corrected the citation index.
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� they are indexed in the citation database under
consideration,

� they are in the field of software engineering, and
� their paper titles include a hyphen (for example,

see the paper title of [46]).
Next, suppose we define P2 as the set of all papers that

satisfy all three criteria stated as follows:

� they are indexed in the citation database under
consideration,

� they are in the field of software engineering, and
� their paper titles do not include any hyphen.
For software engineering papers, it is reasonable to

believe that the inclusion of a hyphen in paper titles is not a
factor related to potential impact or likely citations of the
paper—a hyphen is irrelevant to the paper quality, signifi-
cance, innovation, readability, or accessibility. According to
MRsimilar, therefore, the mean citation counts of P1 and P2

should have little systematic difference.
Furthermore, according to MRolder, the older publications

in P1 and P2 should generally have higher citation counts
than the newer publications in these two sets and, according
to MRaging, the mean citation counts of older publications in
P1 and P2, as compared with those of newer publications,
should increase at a similar rate.

3.3 Validity

It should be noted that all the MRs and discussions pre-
sented in Section 3 are under the assumption that the cita-
tion database system is ideal and that P1 and P2 are large
enough. Further discussions on the validity of this research
are presented in Sections 6 and 8.

4 OVERVIEW OF EMPIRICAL STUDIES

In general, citation statistics can be divided into three
tiers: the article level, journal level, and author level [47].
Some researchers may refer to articles as papers, refer to
journals as sources, or refer to authors as individual sci-
entists, but the classification levels are largely equivalent
[48]. Citation counts are generally recognized to be a reli-
able metric for the evaluation of individual papers [49],
[50]. They are also used to compute the journal impact
factor [51], which is the evaluation metric at the journal
level, and the h index [52], which is the evaluation met-
ric at the author level.

Our empirical studies are conducted at the article and
journal levels. Furthermore, to enhance the validity of this
research, we also conduct empirical studies at the discipline
level (looking at groups of journals within individual
research fields).

5 EMPIRICAL STUDY AT ARTICLE LEVEL

Letchford et al. [53] conducted a large scale study on the
20,000 most cited papers indexed in the Scopus citation
database system every year from 2007 to 2013, giving a total
of 140,000 articles. They found that papers with shorter titles
tended to be cited more than those with longer titles. Their
results were also reported in Science [54] and Nature [55].

In our empirical study,we find that it is actually the number of
hyphens in the title, not the title length, that serves as the more
dominating factor for citation counts. This impact of hyphens in
paper titles on citation statistics is discovered by metamorphic
robustness testing in combination with a fault-based testing strat-
egy, targeting the system robustness problems in handling
missing-hyphen citation errors. More specifically, we conduct
metamorphic testing of Scopus and Web of Science against the
metamorphic relationsMRsimilar,MRolder, andMRaging.

5.1 Setup of Empirical Study

For ease of comparison, we use the same Scopus dataset
as Letchford et al. [53], downloaded from Dryad Digital
Repository [56]. Scopus [38], owned by Elsevier, is the larg-
est citation database of peer-reviewed literature. According
to the latest statistics, it covered over 69 million core records
and 1.4 billion cited references. It covered more than 5,000
international publishers, 21,950 journals, 100,000 conferen-
ces, and 150,000 books. Approximately 3 million new items
are added to its database each year. The Scopus database
provides the data behind the Times Higher Education
World University Rankings [57] and the QS World Univer-
sity Rankings [58]. We supplement the first dataset with fur-
ther citation statistics from the Web of Science because of its
world recognition. The Web of Science [39] is the citation
database system with the longest history, focusing on depth
and quality [59]. It was formerly known as the ISI Web of
Knowledge and is currently under Clarivate Analytics. It is
the provider of Journal Citation Reports, in which journal
impact factors are computed. It includes a core collection and
various external supplementary citation databases. We
have captured the 5,000 most cited papers indexed in all of
its databases every year between 2007 and 2013 (to be con-
sistent with the years of publications collected by Letchford
et al. [53]), which is achieved through the Web of Science
platform by selecting “All Databases” for “Advanced
Search” with a query “PY = yyyy,” where yyyy denotes the
publication year such as 2013. We have deleted duplications
and faulty entries due to missing dates or erroneous dates.
The final version of the second dataset comprises a total of
34,982 papers. Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the
two datasets for the empirical study reported in Section 5
(the last row of Table 1 is explained in Section 5.2.2).

TABLE 1
Descriptive Statistics of Datasets of Section 5 (Scopus and Web of Science (WoS))

No. of hyphens 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 > 7 Overall

No. of papers (Scopus) 67,659 43,537 18,895 6,630 2,144 696 247 89 103 140,000
Percentage (Scopus) 48.33% 31.10% 13.50% 4.74% 1.53% 0.50% 0.18% 0.06% 0.07% 100.00%
No. of papers (WoS) 19,298 10,121 3,808 1,209 375 97 51 14 9 34,982
Percentage (WoS) 55.17% 28.93% 10.89% 3.46% 1.07% 0.28% 0.15% 0.04% 0.03% 100.00%
(WoS Percentage)�(Scopus Percentage) 114.15% 93.02% 80.67% 73.00% 69.93% 56.00% 83.33% 66.67% 42.86% 100.00%
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We would like to add that the Web of Science dataset
should be used with caution. We find (occasional) inaccu-
racies in the paper titles downloaded from the Web of Sci-
ence website, but it is infeasible for us to manually verify
and correct each of the 34,982 records. These inaccuracies
may create some noise in data analysis. The results derived
from the Web of Science dataset should, therefore, be used
only as a supplement for the purpose of confirming the
finding from the main data source, namely, the Scopus
dataset.

5.2 Violation of Metamorphic Relation MRsimilar

In this section, we inspect the test results against MRsimilar,
and perform in-depth analyses on the resulting datasets.

5.2.1 Hyphens in Paper Titles “ Impede” Citations

Fig. 2a shows how the mean citation count per article in the
Scopus dataset varies according to the number of hyphens
in the paper title. Let P0, P1, ..., P7, and P> 7 be the sets of
publications with 0, 1, ..., 7, and > 7 hyphens in each paper
title, respectively. They are represented by bars from left to
right in Fig. 2a with colors gradually changing from dark to
light. They are generally large sets that do not have any sys-
tematic difference in factors related to potential impacts or
likely citations. The only difference is the number of
hyphens per paper title. According to metamorphic relation
MRsimilar, we expect their mean citation counts per article
citeðP0Þ, citeðP1Þ, ..., citeðP7Þ, and citeðP> 7Þ to have little
systematic difference. However, Fig. 2a clearly shows a sys-
tematic pattern where the mean citation decreases when the
number of hyphens increases. This observation means that
MRsimilar is violated. In other words, the mean citation count
of an article calculated by the SUT is adversely affected by
the number of hyphens in the title. Fig. 2b also shows a

violation of MRsimilar in the Web of Science dataset. These
findings are alarming because the citation counts are
affected by a minor symbol totally unrelated to the quality
of the papers in question.

The above violations of MRsimilar may suggest that the
systems do not consider robustness, which refers to the
capability to cope with erroneous inputs. A plausible reason
for the erroneous inputs is that when authors cite a paper
with hyphens in the title, they may overlook some of the
hyphens. As a result, citation databases may not be able to
match it with the original paper and, hence, the original’s
citation count is not increased. Such an example is given in
Fig. 1b. The citation database systems should be sufficiently
robust to cater for such common mistakes.

These mistakes are reinforced by the previous findings
by Simkin and Roychowdhury, who suggested that many
authors do not verify the articles that they cite when copy-
ing and pasting entries in an existing reference list to their
own [60]. They also reported that many authors not only
cite a paper but also copy a few references from that paper
[61]. Our results are consistent with their findings because
hyphens in paper titles may lead to mistakes in both first-
and second-hand citations. In addition, first-hand citation
mistakes will also be propagated to second-hand citations.
Furthermore, if an author makes a citation mistake, he/she
is likely to repeat the same mistake for several years across
multiple articles, as a result of reusing the same bibliogra-
phy file (such as a BibTeX file) where bibliographic referen-
ces are stored.

A real-world example showing the propagation of a cita-
tion mistake across multiple papers can be produced by
searching at http://www.google.com with the following
query:
"fault-based testing without the need of oracles" "Information and

Software Technology" "44" "15" "923" "931" "2002"

Fig. 2. How are citation counts affected by numbers of hyphens in paper titles? (a) Scopus dataset. (b) Web of Science dataset.
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or by directly visiting the following link:
https://www.google.com/search?source=hp&ei=3SR5W-_cHpuC-

QaivZ6IBg&q=%22fault-based+testing+without+the+need+of+oracles

%22+%22Information+and+Software+Technology%22+%2244%22+%

2215%22+%22923%22+%22931%22+%222002%22&oq=%22fault-based

+testing+without+the+need+of+oracles%22+%22Information+and

+Software+Technology%22+%2244%22+%2215%22+%22923%22+%

22931%22+%222002%22&gs_l=psy-ab.3...2247.2247.0.2749.1.1.0.0.0.0

.0.0..0.0....0...1.1.64.psy-ab..1.0.0....0.MA_ba4RmjFQ

At the time of writing, the Google search engine had
returned about 10 different articles (published in different
years and venues) whose reference lists contain exactly the
same citation mistake “Fault-based testing without the need of
oracles. Information and Software Technology, 44(15):923–931,
2002” (the same mistake as in Fig. 1a). These search results
clearly show that a single citation mistake “44(15):923–931,
2002” (which should be “45(1): 1–9, 2003” [5]) had been
propagated to different citing articles.

Further discussions on the validity of our analysis results
are presented in Sections 6 and 8.

5.2.2 A Progressive Tax: The Higher Your (Citation)

Income Level, the Higher a (Hyphen) Tax Rate

You Pay

In the real world, a progressive tax is a tax in which the tax
rate increases as the income increases. Here, the word pro-
gressive means “increasing in rate as the base increases”.2

If we consider a cited paper to be a person, the paper’s
citation count calculated by a citation database system to be
the person’s after-tax income, and the paper’s lost citations
to be a hyphen tax, then we find that the hyphen tax is a
progressive tax.

First, consider Fig. 2. The statistics shows that, on aver-
age, papers in the Web of Science dataset have much higher
citation counts than those in the Scopus dataset: The mean
citations of the former are all above 220, whereas those of
the latter are all below 130. This is because the Scopus data-
set was collected in an earlier year and included the top
20,000 most cited papers per year, whereas the Web of Sci-
ence dataset was collected in a later year and only included
the top 5,000 papers per year. Therefore, although these two
datasets were collected from different sources, papers in the
Web of Science dataset can be generally considered to have
higher citations. Next, consider Table 1: The second column
shows that the Scopus and the Web of Science (WoS)
datasets include 48.33 and 55.17 percent of 0-hyphen
papers, respectively, and hence (WoS Percentage)�
(Scopus Percentage) ¼ (55:17%� 48:33%) ¼ 114:15%, as
shown in the last row. This means that the WoS dataset
includes a higher percentage of 0-hyphen papers than the
Scopus dataset. The respective values of (WoS Percentage)�
(Scopus Percentage) for the 1- and 2-hyphen groups are
93.02 and 80.67 percent, respectively, which means that the
WoS dataset includes a smaller percentage of 1-hyphen
papers, and an even smaller percentage of 2-hyphen papers,
than the Scopus dataset. Generally speaking, the last row of
Table 1 shows a descending trend of the ratio (decreases
from 114.15 to 42.86 percent) when the number of hyphens

increases from 0 to > 7. Because all hyphen groups of the
WoS dataset have higher mean citations than those of the
Scopus dataset, we might be able to hypothesize that the
more the citations papers receive, the stronger the impact of
hyphens on the citations.

To investigate the above hypothesis, we have further
analyzed the Scopus dataset. We define Pi;j as the ratio of
“the number of j-hyphen papers that have a citation count
greater than i” to “the total number of j-hyphen papers,”
where i ¼ 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, and 200; and
j ¼ 0, 1, ..., 7, and “> 7”. For example, the Scopus dataset
contains a total of 67,659 papers whose titles do not contain
any hyphen, of which 63,907 papers have a citation count
greater than 20. Therefore, P20;0 ¼ 63907� 67659 ¼ 94:45%
(which means that 94.45 percent of 0-hyphen papers in the
Scopus dataset have a citation count greater than 20). We
find that, for all values of i (the citation threshold), Pi;0 is
always the largest among all hyphen groups, which means
that the 0-hyphen group always contains the largest per-
centage of papers whose citation counts are greater than the
given threshold. We therefore normalize each Pi;j value by
calculating its ratio to Pi;0. That is, we calculate a normalized

value Ri;j, defined as Ri;j ¼ Pi;j � Pi;0, where i ¼ 20, 40, 60,

80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, and 200; and j ¼ 0, 1, ..., 7, and
“> 7.” When j ¼ 0, Ri;j ¼ 100%; when j > 0, all Ri;j values
are smaller than 100%. A higher value of Ri;j means a rela-
tively higher percentage of papers that have citation counts
above the threshold i. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of Ri;j,
which indicates that the impact of hyphens (measured by
the difference of Ri;j values between various hyphen
groups) is greater for highly cited articles. For example,
Fig. 3 shows that, when the citation threshold is “> 20,” the
number of hyphens in paper titles has had little impact on
the citations (that is, the differences of Ri;j values between
various hyphen groups are small); but when the citation
threshold increases, the slope becomes deeper and deeper.
When the citation threshold reaches “> 180,” the differen-
ces between the various hyphen groups become very large.

5.2.3 Greater of Two Evils: Title Length or Hyphens in

Title?

We find in Section 5.2.1 that the mean citation count of an
article is adversely affected by the number of hyphens in
the title. We also recall the results of Letchford et al. [53]
that the mean citation count is adversely affected by the title
length. Of course, longer titles are more likely to include

Fig. 3. The distribution of Ri;j, grouped by i (the citation threshold), and
then by j (the number of hyphens). The figure shows that, in general, the
higher the citation count a paper has, the stronger the impact of hyphens
on the citation count.

2. https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/progressive
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more hyphens. This is confirmed in Figs. 4a and 4b, which
show that title length and the number of hyphens in the title
are strongly correlated. A question naturally arises: Which
is the more dominating factor for the reduced citation
count—the title length or the hyphens in the title?

We have conducted further analyses to answer this ques-
tion. We divide the collected statistics into nine hyphen
groups (with 0, 1, . . . , 7, and > 7 hyphens in the paper
titles). Each group is further divided into subgroups accord-
ing to the title lengths of the papers. Fig. 5a shows how the
citation counts are affected by the title lengths for each and
every hyphen group based on the Scopus dataset, where the
step length is set to 25 characters and the last subgroup
covers all the papers with more than 300 characters in their
titles. We observe that for papers with the same number of
hyphens in the titles, there is no systematic trend between
the title length and the mean citation count per paper. In
other words, when the number of hyphens in paper titles is
fixed, the title length does not have an obvious impact on
citation count.

Next, we regroup all the papers according to the title
lengths and then according to the numbers of hyphens in
the titles. The results are depicted in Fig. 5b, where a general
trend can be observed: For papers in the same title length
group, in general, the mean citation count per paper is
adversely affected by the number of hyphens in the title.

Figs. 5c and 5d show the corresponding plots for the Web
of Science dataset. As this dataset is much smaller than the
Scopus dataset, a slightly larger step length of 35 is used. A
similar observation can be made: The title length does not
have an impact on the mean citations once the number of
hyphens in the title is fixed, whereas in general, the number
of hyphens in the title adversely affects the mean citation
for papers in the same title length group. It should also be
noted that inside each and every title length group in
Figs. 5b and 5d, the left most bar (corresponding to papers
without hyphens in the titles) is consistently longer than the
right most bar (corresponding to papers with more than
seven hyphens in the titles).

We have also tried different step lengths and observed a
similar pattern in the resulting charts.

Letchford et al. [53] proposed three possible reasons for
the adverse effect of title lengths: “One potential explanation

is that high-impact journals might restrict the length of their
papers’ titles. Similarly, incremental research might be pub-
lished under longer titles in less prestigious journals. A third
possible explanation is that shorter titles may be easier to
understand, enabling wider readership and increasing the
influence of a paper.” Unfortunately, these quality aspects of

Fig. 4. How does mean title length vary with no. of hyphens in the titles?
(a) Scopus dataset. (b) Web of Science dataset.

Fig. 5. Nos. of hyphens in paper titles versus title lengths: Which factor
dominates? (a) How are citation counts affected by title lengths for vari-
ous nos. of hyphens in the titles? (Scopus dataset.) (b) How are citation
counts affected by nos. of hyphens in the titles for various title lengths?
(Scopus dataset.) (c) How are citation counts affected by title lengths for
various nos. of hyphens in the titles? (Web of Science dataset.) (d) How
are citation counts affected by nos. of hyphens in the titles for various
title lengths? (Web of Science dataset.)
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the papers and their publication venues cannot competewith
amore dominating factor completely unrelated to excellence,
namely, the number of hyphens in the paper title.

5.3 Violation of MRolder and MRaging: Hyphens in
Paper Titles “Impede” Impact of Aging

Fig. 6a shows how the mean citation count per article in the
Scopus dataset varies in relation to the number of hyphens
in the paper title for various years of publication. Let P0 be
the set of publications without hyphens in the paper titles
and P> 7 be the set of publications with more than seven
hyphens in each title. The upper solid red line shows the
escalation trend in mean citation count per article in P0

while the lower solid red line shows the escalation trend in
P> 7. Both P0 and P> 7 are large sets that do not have any
systematic difference in factors associated with potential
impacts or plausible citations. The only difference is the
number of hyphens in each paper title. According to meta-
morphic relation MRaging, we expect the escalation trends in
their mean citation counts per article citeðP0Þ and citeðP> 7Þ
to have little systematic difference. We find from Fig. 6a,
however, that citeðP> 7Þ increases at an observably lower
rate than citeðP0Þ as the papers become older in the period
from 2013 to 2007. This evidently violates MRaging. In other
words, articles with more hyphens in the titles have a less
significant increase in citations over the years under study.
Similarly, Fig. 6b shows a violation of MRaging in the Web of
Science dataset.

It is observed that MRolder is also violated: In Fig. 6a, sev-
eral bars on the right side of the 2007 group are shorter than
the left most bar of the 2008 group; similarly, the right most
bars of the 2008, 2009, and 2010 groups are shorter than the
left most bars of the 2009, 2010, and 2011 groups, respec-
tively. A similar observation is made with the Web of Sci-
ence dataset shown in Fig. 6b.

The dashed red lines on the left of Figs. 6a and 6b show the
escalation trends in the mean citation counts of the papers in
2013 as the number of hyphens in paper titles increases from
zero to more than seven. The dashed red lines on the right of
the figures show the trends of the mean citation counts of the
papers in 2007. They indicate that more aged articles have a
more significant decrease in mean citation counts as the
number of hyphens in the paper titles increases.

All these violations of MRaging and MRolder arouse seri-
ous concerns because the escalation trends in citation
counts of aging articles are reduced by a small symbol
completely unrelated to paper quality. This may suggest
that the citation database systems do not tackle robust-
ness, or lack the ability to deal with incorrect data. As
explained earlier, when authors refer to a paper, they
may miss out some of the hyphens in the title. The sys-
tems cannot locate the original paper and, therefore, the
citation count is adversely affected. The systems must be
robust enough to deal with such mistakes. These mistakes
are again reinforced by Simkin and Roychowdhury [60],
who suggested that mistakes in paper titles appear more
often in an older article than a newer one because authors
simply copy the entries in a previous reference list to the
present list.

6 EMPIRICAL STUDY AT DISCIPLINE LEVEL

A threat to the validity of our analysis results is that there
can be large differences between fields in citation practices,
resulting in publications in some fields having systemati-
cally higher citation counts than publications in other fields.
It could be argued that papers in a field such as chemistry
(where paper titles often carry hyphens that are standard
chemical nomenclature) might only receive relatively lim-
ited numbers of citations, which could give rise to a spuri-
ous negative correlation between hyphens and citation
counts.

We have therefore conducted a focused study on the
chemistry journals in the Scopus dataset of 140,000 entries.
The metamorphic relation used in this study is MRsimilar. We
extract the records of all the journals whose titles contain the
string “Chem,” which is the search key for “Chemistry,”
“Chemical,” “Chemotherapy,” and so on. The results are
shown in Fig. 7f, which indicates that hyphens adversely
affect citation counts of papers even when we limit the
study only to the discipline of chemistry. Because of the sig-
nificantly reduced sample size as compared with the origi-
nal dataset of 140,000 records, we use six instead of nine
hyphen groups to achieve more statistically meaningful
results.

We have further investigated the citation data in other
research areas: “Bio,” “Comput,” “Math,” “Medic” and
“Physic,” all of which indicate a clear pattern that hyphens
in paper titles adversely affect citation counts in the respec-
tive field. The results are shown in Figs. 7a, 7b, 7c, 7d, and 7e.

7 EMPIRICAL STUDY AT JOURNAL LEVEL

To build on our findings at the article and discipline lev-
els, we have further investigated the impact of hyphens
in paper titles on journal impact factors (JIFs) within the

Fig. 6. How are citation counts affected by nos. of hyphens in paper titles
for various years of publication? (a) Scopus dataset. (b) Web of Science
dataset.
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field of software engineering, by collecting and analyzing a
new set of journal-level data from the Web of Science
database. In this section, we first explain the concept of
journal impact factors, and then conduct case studies using
“the two flagship software engineering journals” [62, p.
2]: IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering and ACM
Transactions on Software Engineering and Methodology. After
these two case studies, we conduct a larger scale empiri-
cal study by aggregating journal-level data from the Web
of Science database involving all 106 journals in the cate-
gory “COMPUTER SCIENCE, SOFTWARE ENGINEER-
ING” (as listed in the 2016 Journal Citation Reports (JCR)—
the 2016 edition of JCR was the newest edition when we
completed our data collection in March 2018). All these
studies suggest that hyphens in paper titles have a nega-
tive impact on the journal impact factors.

The metamorphic relation used at the journal-level study
is MRsimilar.

7.1 Journal Impact Factor

The JIF is a metric for determining citation frequency of an
academic journal [51]. It is frequently used as the primary
parameter for the relative importance of a journal within its
field. The JIF is calculated and published annually by Clari-
vate Analytics (previously known as the Institute for Scien-
tific Information (ISI)) in their Journal Citation Reports. The
JIF for a specific year x is calculated as follows3:

Year x citation count to articles published in year x� 1 or year x� 2

Count of citable articles published in year x� 1 or year x� 2
:

The time-sensitive data, that is the citations gained in
the specific 12 months, is not publicly accessible from Clari-
vate Analytics or the Web of Science databases, so the JIFs
are calculated and reported by the organization themselves.

7.2 Case Study of IEEE Transactions on Software
Engineering

We have taken the reported JIF of IEEE Transactions on Soft-
ware Engineering (TSE) for each year from 2007 to 2016 (hence
obtaining ten years’ JIFs from the Journal Citation Reports).
These JIFs correspond to 11 years’ papers published in TSE
(from 2005 to 2015): The 2007 JIF corresponds to the 2005 and
2006 papers; the 2008 JIF corresponds to the 2006 and 2007
papers; and so on. We have downloaded all the article data
from the Web of Science database. There is a total of 723
articles (titles) from TSE in the span of 2005 to 2015.

For each of the ten JIF years, we calculate the proportion
of hyphenated paper titles of the preceding two years. More
specifically, we define h-percentage of year x as A�B,
where A is the number of papers whose title contains at
least one hyphen, published in TSE in year x� 1 or year
x� 2, and B is the total number of papers published in TSE
in year x� 1 or year x� 2. We thus obtain ten h-percentage
scores corresponding to the ten JIFs, as shown in Fig. 8a.

Fig. 8a shows that TSE achieved the highest JIF (3.750) in
2009—also in this year, TSE’s h-percentage was the smallest
(32.432), and that TSE achieved the second highest JIF
(3.569) in 2008—also in this year, TSE’s h-percentage was the
second smallest (32.500). Furthermore, Fig. 8a shows that
TSE had the lowest JIF (1.516) in 2015—in this year, TSE’s
h-percentage was the highest (46.012), and that TSE had
the second lowest JIF (1.614) in 2014—in this year, TSE’s
h-percentage was the second highest (41.848). Hence, there
appears to be a negative correlation between TSE’s JIF and
h-percentage.

Fig. 8b shows the scatter chart of Fig. 8a. Both the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (�0:688, p ¼ 0:028) and the
non-parametric statistic, Spearman’s correlation coefficient
(�0:636, p ¼ 0:048) confirm a strong and significant negative
correlation between TSE’s journal impact factor and h-
percentage.

Fig. 8b shows that the correlation coefficient squared
(that is, coefficient of determination, R2) has a value of 0.4737,
indicating that the h-percentage accounts for (or “explains”
[63]) 47.37 percent of the variation in TSE’s journal impact
factors, which is quite surprising as it is all about a simple
hyphen in paper titles.

Fig. 7. How are citation counts affected by nos. of hyphens in paper titles
for various research areas? (Scopus dataset).

3. https://clarivate.com/essays/impact-factor/
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7.3 Case Study of ACM Transactions on Software
Engineering and Methodology

We have conducted a further case study using ACM Trans-
actions on Software Engineering and Methodology (TOSEM).
The analysis procedure is identical to that for TSE, and the
results are presented in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 shows that the TOSEM results are similar to (actu-
ally, stronger than) those of TSE: Both the Pearson’s correla-
tion coefficient (�0:702, p ¼ 0:024) and the Spearman’s
correlation coefficient (�0:855, p ¼ 0:002) confirm a strong
and significant negative correlation between TOSEM’s jour-
nal impact factor and h-percentage.

Fig. 9b shows that R2 ¼ 0:4934, indicating that the
h-percentage explains nearly fifty percent of the variation in
TOSEM’s journal impact factors.

7.4 Software Engineering Field-Wide Study

The 106 software engineering journals as listed in the 2016
Journal Citation Reports are used for the field-wide study,
as this was the newest edition of JCR at the time of data col-
lection. Using this list of 106 software engineering journals,
the JIFs for each year dating from 2007 to 2016 are obtained
and the 10-year median of JIFs for this period per journal is
calculated. Next, the journals are ranked on this ten-year JIF
median, and then grouped as follows: rank 1� 25, 26� 50,

51� 75, and 76� 106 based on the JIF median (highest to
lowest). We also collect the article data of these journals—
these articles were published in the 11-year span of 2005 to
2015, corresponding to the ten years of JIFs from 2007 to
2016. A total of 82,048 papers’ records have been collected
from the Web of Science database. From this dataset, we
have deleted all papers whose citation counts are smaller
than or equal to 15. This is to filter out the noise caused by
lowly cited papers because, as analyzed in Section 5.2.2, the
impact of hyphens on citation counts is much more serious
for highly cited papers, and that the minimum citation
count recorded in the datasets of Section 5 is 16. Hence, we
obtain a total of 13,266 articles with > 15 cites.4 This article
data is pooled for each of the four groups to generate the
percentage of titles with at least one hyphen (over the 11
years, which is called the 11-year h-percentage). The results
are shown in Figs. 10a and 10b.

Fig. 10b (which corresponds to the data of Fig. 10a)
reveals a clear trend that the higher JIF-ranked journals are
publishing a lower percentage of papers with hyphenated
titles.

Fig. 8. How is the journal impact factor (JIF) of IEEE Transactions on
Software Engineering (TSE) affected by hyphens in paper titles? (a) Ten
years’ JIFs and h-percentages of TSE. h-percentage: percentage of
articles with hyphenated titles published in the preceding 2 years.
(b) There is a strong and significant negative correlation between TSE’s
journal impact factor and the percentage of papers with hyphenated
titles published in the preceding 2 years: Pearson correlation = �0.688,
p = 0.028; Spearman’s rho =�0.636, p = 0.048. The correlations are sig-
nificant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Fig. 9. How is the journal impact factor (JIF) of ACM Transactions on
Software Engineering and Methodology (TOSEM) affected by hyphens
in paper titles? (a) Ten years’ JIFs and h-percentages of TOSEM.
h-percentage: percentage of articles with hyphenated titles published in
the preceding 2 years. (b) There is a strong and significant negative cor-
relation between TOSEM’s journal impact factor and the percentage of
papers with hyphenated titles published in the preceding 2 years:
Pearson correlation = �0.702, p = 0.024; Spearman’s rho = �0.855,
p = 0.002. The correlations are significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

4. We did not apply this treatment in the case studies conducted in
Sections 7.2 and 7.3 to avoid a too small sample size.
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8 VALIDITY OF THIS RESEARCH

We discuss the validity of this research from the following
perspectives: scope of research, correlation and causation, the
selection of hyphens, and the difference between robustness
in GUI and robustness in citation indexing. At the end of this
section, we present a further case study in which a differential
testing strategy is used to explore the ground truth.

8.1 Scope of Research

The main data source of our study at the article level and
the discipline level (Sections 5 and 6) is the Scopus data-
set of 140,000 articles published by Letchford et al. [53].
This dataset is generally considered to be large for the
analysis of citation statistics [55]. To enhance the validity
of this research, we have systematically collected an addi-
tional dataset ourselves from a different source, the Web
of Science. The analyses of these two datasets at the arti-
cle level show surprisingly similar patterns, revealing a
lack of robustness in both the Scopus and the Web of Sci-
ence database systems. Nevertheless, the lack of robust-
ness in these two systems cannot be extrapolated to other
database systems that have not been investigated in this
research.

Similarly, at the journal level, although our case stud-
ies of TSE (Section 7.2) and TOSEM (Section 7.3) show
consistent results, the findings should not be extrapolated
to other journals that have not been investigated (that is,
we should not assume that a strong negative correlation
between hyphens in paper titles and journal impact factors
can be found in each and every journal other than TSE
and TOSEM). One of the reasons for the strong and sig-
nificant negative correlations found in our case studies

could be that TSE and TOSEM are generally regarded as
the most prestigious journals in the software engineering
discipline, and therefore could have received a higher
number of second-hand citations, which propagate cita-
tion errors at a faster speed than first-hand citations (as
analyzed in Section 5.2). Further investigation into this
phenomenon would involve psychology studies and,
hence, is beyond the scope of the present research. In any
case, the software engineering field-wide study con-
ducted in Section 7.4 suggests that hyphens in paper titles
have a wide impact on journal impact factors, at least
within the software engineering discipline.

8.2 Correlation Should Not Be Equated with
Causation

It should be noted that, in scientific research, there is a well-
known trap of equating correlation with causation. To
address this threat and make valid conclusions, in this
research we have conducted in-depth data analyses from
several different perspectives, by applying the following
control variables: (1) citation database (Scopus and Web of
Science); (2) minimum citation count of a paper, that is, the
citation threshold (Fig. 3); (3) title length (Fig. 5); (4) year of
publication (Fig. 6); and (5) field of research (Fig. 7). Further-
more, we have conducted two case studies with two specific
software engineering journals (Figs. 8 and 9) as well as a
software engineering field-wide study (Fig. 10). We have
thus provided strong evidence supporting the conclusion
that hyphens in paper titles are indeed the cause for the
decreased citation counts, and that the root cause for this is
the lack of robustness of the Scopus andWeb of Science cita-
tion database systems in dealing with the missing-hyphen
citation errors.

A plausible alternative interpretation could be that
“hyphens in paper titles may affect readability and,
therefore, could result in fewer citations.” We wish to point
out that this argument is invalid: First, Section 7.84:
“Hyphens and readability” of The Chicago Manual of Style5

clearly states that:

A hyphen can make for easier reading by showing structure
and, often, pronunciation. Words that might otherwise be
misread, such as re-creation or co-op, should be hyphenated.
Hyphens can also eliminate ambiguity. For example, the
hyphen in much-needed clothing shows that the clothing
is greatly needed rather than abundant and needed.

Second, even if hyphens in paper titles did adversely
affect readability and, hence, citations, this could not
explain the phenomena shown in Fig. 3 (the impact of
hyphens in paper titles is more serious on the citations of
more highly cited articles) and Fig. 6 (violation of MRaging).
In contrast, all these phenomena are well explained by the
propagation of citation errors and the lack of system robust-
ness in dealing with these mistakes: Highly cited or more
aged publications are more likely to receive second-hand
(and third-hand, and so on) citations, which amplify citation
errors because (1) if the bibliographic data in the original

Fig. 10. Journals with higher JIFs contain a smaller percentage of
hyphenated paper titles. (a) 10-year JIF median versus 11-year h-per-
centage of papers with >15 cites (all paper data were collected from the
Web of Science database during the period of February 28 to March 13,
2018). (11-year h-percentage: the percentage of hyphenated titles over
the 11-year span of 2005 to 2015). (b) Trend: The lower the journal JIF
rank, the higher the 11-year h-percentage.

5. https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org, accessed on August 31,
2018.
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reference list are erroneous, they will remain erroneous or
become more erroneous when moved to the copying citer’s
reference list; (2) if the bibliographic data in the original ref-
erence list are correct, errors could still be introduced when
these data are moved to the copying citer’s reference list.
When the second-hand citation is copied by another citer
(resulting in third-hand citation, and so on [64]), citation
errors will be further amplified—hence, a greater informa-
tion distortion rate after each round of copying the biblio-
graphic data.

8.3 Why Hyphens Are Selected?

It may be argued that it is not justified to compare hyphens
in paper titles that are standard chemical nomenclature,
with hyphens that have been voluntarily inserted.

In fact, the ambiguity of the character ‘-’ is one of the main
reasons why we have selected this very character to test the
robustness of the citation database systems. In the reference lists
of citing articles, and in the citation databases, the plain text

character ‘-’ (ASCII code 45) could represent any of the follow-
ing symbols: (1) hyphen, (2) subtraction or negative sign, (3)
en dash, (4) emdash, (5) horizontal bar, (6) list icon, and so on.

For example, Fig. 11a shows the original paper title of [6],
which includes a hyphen (in “Model-based”) and a dash (in
“NASA DAT –an experience report”). Figs. 11b and 11c
show that both the Scopus and Web of Science citation data-
bases have converted the dash into a hyphen (and the Scopus
database further added a white space between the hyphen
and the word “An”).6 In contrast, Fig. 11d shows that the
IEEE digital library uses two consecutive hyphens “- -” to
represent the dash, and Figs. 11e and 11f show that both the
ACM digital library and Google Scholar have converted the
dash into a colon (in “NASADAT: an experience report”).

The above observation raises a question concerning the
compatibility of the different representations of dashes
among different citation databases. For example, even in a
first-hand citation, the citer could easily take the bibliographic
data directly from the ACM digital library and, hence, cite
Lindvall et al.’s work [6] as “... NASA DAT: an experience
report” rather than “... NASA DAT –an experience report”.
From the perspectives of the Scopus and Web of Science cita-
tiondatabases (both ofwhich use a hyphen rather than a colon
to represent the dash), this is a missing-hyphen citation error.
Are these two citation database systems robust enough to cor-
rectlymatch the citation to the cited article?

Figs. 11g and 11h show two such cases: The citing articles
are [65] and [66], and the cited article is [6]. In the reference
lists of both [65] and [66], the dash in the cited article’s title
is printed as a colon. Fig. 12b reveals that the citation shown
in Fig. 11g is lost in the Web of Science citation databases
(although both the citing and the cited articles are within
the coverage of Web of Science, as shown in Figs. 12a and
12b), hence demonstrating a lack of robustness of the cita-
tion database system.

8.4 Robustness in GUI Does Not Imply Robustness
in Citation Indexing

We find that the citation database systems under test are
quite robust when queried with erroneous input through
their Web-based GUI. For example, when we enter a paper
title “Metamorphic model based testing applied on NASA
DAT: an experience report” (which includes two missing-
hyphen errors), the Web of Science website successfully
returns Lindvall et al.’s paper [6], as shown in Fig. 13. It
should be noted, however, that the system’s GUI that parses
user input, and the system’s citation indexing interface that
parses bibliographic data contained in citing articles’ refer-
ence lists, are different modules, and the robustness of one
cannot imply the robustness of the other.

8.5 Exploring the Ground Truth Using Differential
Testing: A Case Study of Web of Science and
Google Scholar

The analysis presented in this paper assumes that, for a
given research field, the inclusion of a hyphen in paper titles
in general is not a negative factor related to potential impact

Fig. 11. A case study of how the dash in the paper title of [6] is repre-
sented in various citation databases, and related software robustness /
compatibility problems. (a) Original paper title of [6]. (b) Scopus. (c) Web
of Science. (d) IEEE Xplore Digital Library. (e) ACM Digital Library.
(f) Google Scholar. (g) How [6] is cited in [65]. The Web of Science data-
bases have failed to match this citation to the cited paper [6]. (h) How [6]
is cited in [66].

6. Because all datasets used in the present paper are downloaded
from the Scopus and Web of Science databases, the “hyphens”
discussed in this paper subsume dashes.
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or likely citations of the paper. We have used this as a
commonsense assumption without attempting a more sys-
tematic proof.

This research could be enhanced by exploring the above
assumption through further empirical studies. For example,
we could manually check the citation information for a sam-
ple of papers whose titles have varying numbers of hyphens
to see whether they are given wrong citation counts. This
kind of investigation, however, faces the oracle problem: It
is not easy to find missing citations for a given paper’s cita-
tion report. Although Section 8.4 has reported that the cita-
tion database systems under test are quite robust when
queried with erroneous input through their Web-based
GUI, this observed robustness is only with respect to paper
title search (where the user enters a paper title p through the
Web GUI and then the system returns a link to the actual
paper titled p) rather than citation search (where the user
enters a paper title p through the Web GUI and then the
system returns all articles that cite p). The Web GUI uses the
same citation databases as we have used in previous
sections and, therefore, cannot provide a more accurate
citation report.

In previous sections (for example, Sections 2, 5.2.1 and
8.3), we have reported some missing citation cases. For
conducting a more systematic investigation, one poten-
tially useful approach could be through differential testing
[67], a strategy that tests multiple programs using the

same input and observes differences in the programs’ out-
put. Since Scopus and Web of Science exhibit the same
behavior pattern for hyphenated paper titles, differential
testing that compares those two (as pseudo oracles for
each other) would provide very limited help. However,
there are other publicly available citation database sys-
tems, the most popular one being Google Scholar. We
therefore decide to use Google Scholar as an independent
source (pseudo oracle) to conduct differential testing.
However, Google Scholar (as well as many other citation
databases) has a major problem: It does not provide any
public API or bulk download facility to enable quick
collection of a large number of citation records. This means
that we have to manually collect and process the citation
data of each and every paper under study at the Google
Scholar website https://scholar.google.com, which is a
very time-consuming process. Worse, the outputs of the
three systems (Scopus, Web of Science, and Google
Scholar) are not directly comparable as they use different
databases with different coverage. Moreover, it should be
noted that, unlike Scopus and Web of Science, Google
Scholar does not release information about its database’s
coverage [68], making it even more difficult to judge
whether there are missing citations in Google-Scholar-gen-
erated citation reports.

Despite these challenges, we have managed to conduct a
small-scale case study using differential testing, described
as follows:

We randomly select four cited papers (including two 7-
hyphen and two 0-hyphen ones) and collect their citation
reports from both Google Scholar and Web of Science at
around the same time. Details of these four papers and their
citation counts are shown in the first five columns of Table 2.
As shown in the first column of the table, two of these
papers are labeled as “low,” indicating that they have rela-
tively lower citation counts than the other two (which are
labeled as “high”). The Google Scholar and Web of Science
citation counts shown in columns 4 and 5 are not directly
comparable because of the different coverage of these two
citation database systems. Therefore, we perform the fol-
lowing checking for each cited paper (denoted by pcited): For
each citing paper pciting included in the Google Scholar cita-
tion report of pcited, we check whether pciting is also included
in the Web of Science (Core Collection) citation report; if
not, then we go to the Web of Science website to check
whether pciting is an article indexed by the Web of Science
(Core Collection) database—if yes then we download pciting

Fig. 12. A lost citation in Web of Science: The system has failed to match
the citation shown in Fig. 11g (where a colon rather than a hyphen is
used to represent the dash) to the cited article (where a dash is included
in the paper title), although both the citing article [65] and the cited article
[6] fall within the coverage of the Web of Science citation databases. (a)
The citing article [65] is covered by Web of Science (Core Collection).
(b) The Web of Science fails to identify [65] as a citing article for [6].
(Accessed in September 2018.)

Fig. 13. When we searched for the paper title “Metamorphic model
based testing applied on NASA DAT: An experience report” (which
included two missing-hyphen errors) through the Web-based Graphical
User Interface of Web of Science, the system found the article [6].
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and check whether it has indeed cited pcited and, if yes, then
we have found a missing citation: pciting is a citing article
indexed by the Web of Science database but not counted in
the Web of Science citation report for pcited. Such missing
citations are listed in the last column of Table 2, where the
second, third, and fourth rows show that missing citations
have been found for the two 7-hyphen papers but not for
the 0-hyphen (low) paper. While this observation does seem
to suggest an advantage of the non-hyphenated paper title,
the last row of the table shows that the “0-hyphen (high)”
paper also has three citations missing in the Web of Science
citation report—however, a further investigation reveals
that all these three citing articles that are missing in the Web
of Science citation report do not include the cited paper’s
title in their reference lists and, more importantly, the first
citing article includes wrong page numbers and the second
citing article includes no journal name. Therefore, while we
could say that Web of Science is not robust enough in find-
ing citing articles, one could also argue that it may not nec-
essarily be Web of Science’s fault to miss the first two citing

articles (whose erroneous reference list entries are
highlighted in the cell at the lower-right corner of Table 2)
because the underlying database of Web of Science might
have adopted a strict filtering rule to ignore erroneous or
incomplete citations. On the other hand, the inclusion of
these three citing articles in Google Scholar’s citation report
might imply Google’s stronger robustness and search capa-
bility (and/or a less strict filtering rule).

Having said that, we have also identified some major
faults in Google Scholar, one of which is that it could mis-
takenly consider a reference list to be part of another article
that appears on the same page as the reference list, as shown
in Fig. 14. It should also be noted that we have decided not
to use Web of Science as a pseudo oracle to identify missing
citations in Google Scholar’s citation reports, because the
latter does not release information about its database’s
coverage.

In summary, this small case study has not only con-
firmed that missing citations of hyphenated paper titles are
indeed part of a ground truth (as shown in the second,

TABLE 2
Case Study Results: Using Google Scholar to Find Missing Citations in Web of Science (WoS) Citation Reports

ID Title of cited paper Download link of cited paper Google
Scholar
total cite

WoS Core
Collection

cite

WoS missing citations
(citing papers that are not
included in citatoin report)

7-hyphen
(low)

Once-daily dolutegravir
versus twice-daily
raltegravir in antiretroviral-
naive adults with HIV-1
infection (SPRING-2 study):
96 week results from a
randomised, double-blind,
non-inferiority trial

https://doi.org/10.1016/S1473-3099(13)70257-3 286 186

(1) No clinically significant pharmacokinetic
interactions between dolutegravir and
daclatasvir in healthy adult subjects

(2) SPRING-2 the future of antiretroviral
therapy

0-hyphen
(low)

Glacial Survival of Boreal
Trees in Northern
Scandinavia

https://doi.org/10.1126/science.1216043 255 170 nil

7-hyphen
(high)

Short- and Long-Term
Outcomes With Drug-
Eluting and Bare-Metal
Coronary Stents A Mixed-
Treatment Comparison
Analysis of 117 762 Patient-
Years of Follow-Up From
Randomized Trials

https://doi.org/10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.112.097014 485 343

(1) bivalirudin versus heparin in patients
treated with percutaneous coronary
intervention: a meta-analysis of
randomised trials

(2) incidence and implications of coronary
artery disease in patients undergoing
valvular heart surgery: the indian scenario

(3) new concepts in the design of drug-eluting
coronary stents

0-hyphen
(high)

Silk fibroin biomaterials
for tissue regenerations
(Banani Kundu, Rangam
Rajkhowa, Subhas
C. Kundu, and Xungai
Wang, Advanced Drug
Delivery Reviews 65
(2013) 457-470)

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.addr.2012.09.043 524 339

(1) characterization of silk sponge in the wet
state using 13 c solid state nmr for
development of a porous silk vascular graft
with small diameter

Reference list entry (no paper title, wrong
page number): B. Kundu, R. Rajkhowa, S. C.
Kundu and X. Wang, Adv. Drug Delivery
Rev., 2013, 65, 403-604.

(2) comparision of electro spun tassar silk
fibroin-hydroxyapatite composite scaffold
prepared by soaking and in-situ methods

Reference list entry (no paper title, no
journal name): Banani Kundu A, Rangam
Rajkhowa B, Subhas C. Kunda, Xungai
Wang (2013), 65: 457-470.

(3) effect of uv-light on the uniaxial tensile
properties and structure of uncoated and
tio2 coated bombyx mori silk fibers

Reference list entry: B. Kundu, R. Rajkhowa,
S.C. Kundu, X. Wang, Adv. Drug Deliv. Rev.
65 (2013) 457-470.
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third, and fourth rows of Table 2) but has also revealed
other potential robustness issues of Web of Science for deal-
ing with erroneous or incomplete citations such as wrong
page numbers and missing paper titles (as shown in the last
row of Table 2). Furthermore, this case study has also
revealed major defects in the functional correctness of Goo-
gle Scholar, as shown in Fig. 14.

9 RELATED WORK

This section reviews some of the related research in the
areas of citation analysis and robustness testing.

9.1 Citation Analysis

Citation analysis is a field that examines the frequency, pat-
terns, and graphs of citations in documents. For example, at
the article level, Habibzadeh and Yadollahie [69] found that
longer titles were associated with more citations. This was
confirmed by Jamali and Nikzad [70]. However, their find-
ing was superseded by Paiva et al. [71], who found the
opposite effect, while Fumania et al. [72] found no correla-
tion between title lengths and citation counts.

It should be noted that the present research is funda-
mentally different from the citation analyses described
above, as we aim to detect software issues (robustness
defects) of citation database systems. For example, while
the recent citation analysis reported that papers with
shorter titles tended to be cited more than those with
longer titles [53], [54], [55], we find that it is actually the
number of hyphens in the title, not the title length, that
serves as the dominating factor for citation counts, and
that this is a result of lack of robustness of the citation database

systems. Therefore, the present research belongs to the
discipline of software engineering, not citation analysis.

9.2 Addressing the Oracle Problem in Robustness
Testing

Fuzzing is a major approach for assessing software robust-
ness. The term “fuzz testing” originates from a 1988 course
project designed by Barton Miller at the University of Wis-
consin [73], [74]. The “Fuzz Testing” website at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin7 lists the following unique characteristics
of fuzzing: First, the input is random (in the original com-
mand-line studies, a fuzz test case is “simply random ASCII
character streams”). Second, the pass criterion is simple: A
failure is detected if the SUT crashes or hangs, otherwise it
passes.

As a result of the above two characteristics, fuzzing has
been successfully implemented into many automated test-
ing tools, and detected a large number of software vulner-
abilities in a variety of real-life systems. On the other hand,
however, because of the oracle problem, fuzzing alone can
hardly detect logic errors (which produce erroneous output
but do not cause the SUT to crash or hang) [21].

To address the oracle problem of fuzzing / random test-
ing, Zhou et al. [15], [16] combined metamorphic testing
and fuzzing by feeding the SUT with random ASCII charac-
ters and then checking the SUT’s output against certain
metamorphic relations—even if the SUT does not crash or
hang, a failure can still be detected if the metamorphic rela-
tion is violated. This strategy was successful, and they
reported on the detection of previously unknown bugs in

Fig. 14. Excerpt of a printed journal page: Google Scholar mistakenly considers the reference list entry “[1]” (by Bangalore et al., in the upper part of
the page) as part of the paper titled “Stimulated intrauterine insemination for unexplained subfertility” that appears in the lower part of the page.

7. http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/�bart/fuzz
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real-life Web search engines. For example, they first entered
a random string “GLIF,” and the Microsoft search engine
returned “11,783” results. They then generated an addi-
tional random string “5Y4W,” setting the search criteria to
be “any of these terms” (that is, Web pages that contain
either “GLIF” or “5Y4W” should be returned), but this time
the search engine returned 0 results, violating the expected
metamorphic relation. Because the failure was repeatable, a
bug in the search engine was revealed (and later confirmed
by Microsoft).

Zhou et al.’s metamorphic relations for search engines [15]
were later adopted and further developed byMurphy [75] for
testing Apache Lucene, an open-source search software.8

Murphy further developed a metamorphic runtime checking
technique, in which the SUTwas tested by checking the meta-
morphic relations of its individual functions while the entire
system was run—the software execution was at the system
level (that is, the full application level), although themetamor-
phic relation was at the function level [75]. This was an inno-
vative strategy that differed from both traditional system
testing and traditional unit testing. In an empirical study [75],
Murphy applied metamorphic runtime checking to PAYL, a
network intrusion detection system. Murphy showed that,
while traditional system-level testing could not modify the
values of the bytes inside the payloads (because, at the system
testing level, the front-end of the full PAYL application fil-
tered out invalid inputs, which were syntactically or semanti-
cally malformed network packets, before they could reach
most of the PAYL code), metamorphic runtime checking was
able to feed both valid and invalid inputs (payload bytes) to
internal functions, finding many more seeded bugs than
when only valid inputs were used duringmutation testing. In
other words, metamorphic runtime checking enabled the tes-
ter to circumvent the restrictions imposed by the front-end of
the full PAYL application and, therefore, the SUT could be
tested using both valid and invalid inputs against the func-
tion-level metamorphic relations that involved changing the
byte values.

In the area of automated test case generation, a related
technique is known as data mutation [76]: For a given set of
seed inputs, data mutation generates new inputs by chang-
ing the original inputs using data mutation operators, such as
increasing or decreasing some input parameters’ values.
Data mutation and metamorphic testing can be combined
by considering not only the changes to the input but also
the impact of such changes on the output [77].

Chen et al. [21] explicitly stated that there is a “feasibility
of combining MT and fuzzing,” and they used this strategy
to test real-life applications, detecting previously unknown
logic errors in several security-critical software products
(including both open-source and commercial software).

In recent years, a trend has emerged for applying meta-
morphic testing to address the oracle problem in testing
machine learning and autonomous systems [11], [26], [78],
[79]. Tian et al. [11] tested three different Deep Neural Net-
work (DNN) models for autonomous driving. For each
DNNmodel, the input was a picture from a camera, and the
output was a steering angle. To check the correctness of the

output, Tian et al. used metamorphic relations based on
image transformations, such as by adding synthetic weather
effects to road images. These transformations could gener-
ate valid but sometimes unexpected inputs. Tian et al. found
a large number of corner case inputs leading to erroneous
behavior in the three DNNmodels.

The software that Tian et al. tested was deep learning
models that “won top positions in the Udacity self-driving
challenge” [11]. In contrast to their work, Zhou and Sun [14]
tested a real-life system, Baidu Apollo (a well-known real-
world self-driving software system controlling many cars
on the road today, http://apollo.auto). They combined
metamorphic testing and fuzzing, and detected previously
unknown fatal software bugs in the LiDAR obstacle-percep-
tion module of Baidu Apollo, reporting the alarming find-
ings eight days before Uber’s deadly crash in Tempe, AZ,
USA, in March 2018 [14].

10 LIMITATIONS

This section discusses some of the limitations of this
research.

10.1 Selection of Metamorphic Relations

In this paper, we have presented three metamorphic
relations: MRsimilar, MRolder, and MRaging. These MRs have
turned out to be effective in revealing the hidden defects in
the SUTs; however, we have not presented a strategy for
the identification of effective MRs for a wider range of
applications.

A recent trend in the research direction of MR identifica-
tion is the development of metamorphic relation patterns [18],
[80], [81]. A “metamorphic relation pattern” (MRP) is “an
abstraction that characterizes a set of (possibly infinitely
many) metamorphic relations” [81] and, hence, can be used
to derive many concrete MRs. Zhou et al. [81] also defined a
symmetry MRP as follows: “The symmetry MRP refers to the
existence of different viewpoints from which the system
appears the same” (note that this does not mean that the
software system’s source and follow-up outputs must have
an equality or equivalence relation). They further hypothe-
sized that “symmetry and asymmetry are two fundamental
MR patterns that come in pairs for computer systems.”

In the present research, the identification of the metamor-
phic relation MRsimilar is a direct application of the symmetry
MRP to the citation indexing domain. In fact,MRsimilar could
be understood as a sub-pattern under symmetry. Similarly,
the identification of MRolder is a direct application of the
asymmetry MRP, whereas MRaging is identified when we
think about symmetry with respect to time, in the context of
considering how the citation counts would change over
time.

Using the “pattern” concept, more MRs could be identi-
fied for testing citation database systems, and this will be a
future research direction.

10.2 Determination of Sample Sizes

The definitions of the three MRs (MRsimilar, MRolder, and
MRaging) include some phrases such as large, systematic differ-
ence, and higher citation counts. We have used these phrases
without explaining how to measure them, because these8. http://lucene.apache.org/
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concepts are studied in the field of statistical science and,
therefore, an in-depth discussion is beyond the scope of this
paper.

For a given field of study, there could be different ways
of determining sample sizes, such as using experience,
using a target confidence interval, using a confidence level
(the larger the required confidence level, the larger the sam-
ple size), using a pilot study (to obtain necessary parameter
estimates), and so on. Interested readers are referred to the
literature of statistics and sample size determination for fur-
ther information on this topic [82], [83].

Generally speaking, larger sample sizes result in
higher precision of estimation. Fig. 2a, for example, shows
an increase in mean citation counts of the 6- and 7-
hyphen groups, and Fig. 2b shows an increase in the
mean citation count of the 6-hyphen group. These
“anomalies” are caused by the significantly reduced sam-
ple sizes of these groups (see Table 1), and can be elimi-
nated by combining the last few small-sample high-
hyphen groups (the rightmost bars of Figs. 2a and 2b).
However, for our study, such a combination is unneces-
sary because, without any combination, the negative cor-
relation between the number of hyphens and the mean
citation count is already very strong and statistically sig-
nificant: For the data presented in Figs. 2a and 2b, the
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients (Spearman’s
rho) are �0:91667 and �0:98333, respectively, and the
p-values (2-tailed) of both cases are below 0.001. These
results mean that there is a systematic pattern that viola-
tes the expected metamorphic relation.

10.3 Other Factors

In this research, we have reported on the impact of hyphens
in paper titles. It is reasonable to further ask whether other
factors, such as other symbols in paper titles, could have a
similar impact. We have therefore conducted a preliminary
study to investigate the impact of other symbols including
the colon (:), semicolon (;), comma (,), and period (.). We
have not found any systematic and statistically meaningful
trend as found in hyphens.

It should however be noted that, due to the limited
scope of this research, we cannot exclude the possibility
of the impact of other factors such as the inclusion of
non-English characters (for example, m) in paper titles,
incorrect spelling of author names, wrong page numbers,
etc. Furthermore, in the present research, we have not
investigated the impact of the incidental line-break (auto-
mated word-break) hyphen that often appears at the end
of a line in a paper’s reference list.

11 CONCLUSION

In this research, we have presented a metamorphic ro-
bustness testing approach, which examines the software’s
output for erroneous input. Using this approach, in combi-
nation with a fault-based testing strategy, we have analyzed
large datasets that are outputs of two major citation data-
base systems: Scopus and the Web of Science.

Our data analyses against three metamorphic relations
(MRsimilar, MRolder, and MRaging) have revealed surprising
hidden defects in these two citation database systems. At

the article level, we find that the inclusion of hyphens in
paper titles distorts the citation counts. The results are
shown to be more serious in highly cited papers or those
published earlier, which is consistent with the finding by
other researchers that errors in citations may be propagated
from one author to another because the citers may not nec-
essarily read the papers that they cite or verify the bibliogra-
phies. We have also shown that our results are valid even
when we limit the scope of analysis to individual research
fields such as chemistry. At the journal level, we have found
that there is a strong and significant negative correlation
between the journal impact factor of IEEE Transactions on Soft-
ware Engineering and the percentage of hyphenated paper
titles published in the journal. An even stronger negative
correlation has been found for ACM Transactions on Software
Engineering and Methodology. A further software engineering
field-wide study shows a clear pattern that the higher JIF-
ranked journals are publishing a lower percentage of papers
with hyphenated titles.

We have shown that this research is fundamentally dif-
ferent from the field of citation analysis, where citation
counts are generally regarded as a reliable measure for the
assessment of papers. From the field of citation analysis, it
was reported that papers with shorter titles tended to be
cited more than those with longer titles [53], and this finding
was widely reported by the media worldwide, including
Science [54] and Nature [55]. In the present research, we have
provided strong evidence to show that it is actually the
number of hyphens in the title, not the title length, that
serves as the dominating factor for citation counts, and that
it is a result of lack of robustness in the underlying citation
database systems. This paper, therefore, contributes to both
the theory and practice of software engineering. We have
provided a careful analysis of the validity of this research to
avoid falling into the well-known trap of equating correla-
tion with causation.

With regard to our four research questions, we have pro-
vided a negative answer to RQ4, which implies a negative
answer to RQ2 and, hence, a negative answer to RQ1.
Although we have not addressed RQ3 thoroughly, the
explicit statement of RQ3 and the understanding of its rela-
tionship to RQ2 and RQ4 make the preceding reasoning
straightforward.

As a consequence of this study, we question the reliabil-
ity of citation statistics and journal impact factors, because the
number of hyphens in paper titles should have no bearing
on the actual quality of the respective articles and journals.

In future research, we plan to apply metamorphic robust-
ness testing to other areas involving the collection and proc-
essing of big data.
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